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QUESTION 1

To optimize the user experience for dashboards and explorations. Framework Manager packages must be enriched.
Which statement is true about enriching Framework Manager packages? 

A. A developer can\\'t enrich a package that includes dimensionally modeled (DMR) relational objects. 

B. Framework Manager packages are automatically enriched when published to Cognos Analytics. 

C. To access the enrich package functionality, you need read/execute/traverse permissions for the package. 

D. In order to have enough data to support the Al-functions in your dashboards and explorations, the entire Framework
Manager package must be enriched. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

In an Exploration \\'Data relationships\\' view, what does the thickness of the lines between data items represent? 

A. the statistical strength of the relationship between the data items 

B. the flow of information between categories, ie. money transfers between countries 

C. the cardinality of one data item when grouped by another, ie. thicker signifies more unique values 

D. the weighted average of each measure value compared with other measures 

Correct Answer: A 

https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSEP7J_11.1.0/com.ibm.swg.ba.cognos.ca_explor
ations.doc/ca_explore_relationship_diagram.html 

 

QUESTION 3

What advantage does multidimensional report writing have on query maintenance for complex queries? 

A. There is no need to use calculations as the data source contains all the required data items. 

B. Fewer queries are required and the need for unions of queries is reduced due to the flexibility of MDX. 

C. Unions and Joins are always required for queries making it easier for a developer to understand the query intent. 

D. There is no advantage and multidimensional query constructs should be avoided. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4
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Which of the following is an example of when the query cache would avoid roundtrips to the database? 

A. repetitive master-detail requests 

B. drill through reports 

C. reports with multiple queries 

D. drill down reports 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

A developer is given the task of creating an information panel to be displayed in the foyer of the office. Which Cognos
Analytics capability gives the best impact with minimal work? 

A. Story played in Kiosk mode with a loop 

B. Bespoke report using JavaScript 

C. Cognos Viewer Report 

D. Dashboard based on Exploration content 

Correct Answer: C 
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